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THE PAPER

• Studies

– the portfolio choice of domestic and foreign currency borrowing;

– how the availability of foreign currency borrowing affects the dynamics
of firms and aggregate investment.

• It first characterizes some stylized fact and then constructs a model with
heterogeneous firms.

• The calibrated model captures several stylized facts. It is then used to
conduct various quantitative exercises.
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EMPIRICAL REGULARITIES

1. Positive correlation between productivity and FC borrowing.

• More productive firms borrow more in foreign currency

2. Negative correlation between capital FC borrowing.

• Smaller firms borrow more in foreign currency
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GENERAL COMMENTS

1. The paper is motivated by interesting empirical facts in Hungary.

2. The focus of the micro heterogeneity is very interesting.

3. The model is well-suited for understanding the trade-off between domestic
and foreign currency borrowing at the micro level.

4. However, the paper is somewhat incomplete in describing all mechanisms
underlying the results.

5. Some of the (policy) considerations that followed the simulation exercises
may not be well founded.
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MODEL

• Standard model with heterogeneous firms

yt+1 = zt+1k
α
t

• Extended with foreign borrowing

kt = et + qtbt + q∗t stb
∗
t − dt

• Next period equity

et+1 = zt+1k
α
t + kt − bt − xt+1stb

∗
t

• Costly default if et+1< 0.
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Trade-off local vs. foreign borrowing

1. UIP violation, qt < q∗t .

• Foreign borrowing is cheaper

2. Foreign borrowing increases the probability of default due to currency
depreciation.

• Foreign borrowing is riskier

For more productive firms it is less likely that et+1 < 0.

Due to decreasing returns, lower capital is more productive.
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It this the whole story?

No equity financing, dt ≥ 0

• With this assumption, the equity of the firm becomes important

et = ztkt−1 − bt−1 − stb
∗
t−1

• With low equity, it is risky to have a large scale of production. By down
scaling, firms are more productive and less exposed to the currency risk.
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It this the whole story?

• Firms that are more productive in 2000, are likely to have more equity in
2005. This is why they choose more FC borrowing.

• Firms that have low capital in 2000, may have more equity in 2005
relatively to k and, therefore, they choose more FC borrowing.

Columns 1-4 present in Table 4 present the results for the extensive margin of foreign borrowing
where the foreign currency dummy is the independent variable. Both in the simulated and the Hungarian
data, the regressions confirm that the probability of borrowing in foreign currency increases in firms’ pre-
reform productivity. The estimated coefficients are similar in magnitude implying that a one percent
increase in a firm’s productivity raises its probability of borrowing in foreign currency by 4.6 and 2
percentage points, in the model and Hungarian data respectively (columns 1 and 3). These results are
robust to including capital as a control (columns 2 and 4).

The results for the intensive margin of foreign borrowing, using the share of foreign loans as inde-
pendent variable, confirm these trends (columns 5-8). A one percent increase in a firm’s pre-reform
productivity raises its share of foreign loans by 0.015 and 0.005 percent, in the simulated and the
Hungarian data (columns 5 and 7). As above, these results hold true when controlling for capital.29

Table 4: Decision into Foreign Currency Borrowing

Foreign Currency Loan Dummy Log Share of Foreign Currency Loans
Model Data Model Data

(1) (2) (3) (4) (5) (6) (7) (8)
Log productivity 0.046*** 0.045*** 0.020*** 0.012*** 0.015*** 0.016*** 0.005*** 0.003**

(0.002) (0.001) (0.002) (0.002) (0.001) (0.001) (0.002) (0.001)
Log capital 0.020*** 0.032*** 0.010*** 0.009***

(0.002) (0.002) (0.001) (0.001)
Sector FE Yes Yes Yes Yes
R2 0.006 0.012 0.028 0.053 0.003 0.009 0.028 0.035
N 152,706 152,706 33,327 33,327 152,706 152,706 33,327 33,327
Notes: *, **, *** significant at the 10, 5, and 1 percent level. Standard errors in parentheses. Source: APEH and Credit Register.

Table B.2 in Appendix B presents a full set of robustness tests. Column 1 includes exporters and
shows that the estimated coefficients remain stable and highly statistically significant when including
them into the analysis. Column 2 controls for firms’ local currency leverage prior to the deregulation,
as firms with better initial access to bank credit might find it easier to access to foreign loans. The coef-
ficients remain highly significant and similar in size than those in the baseline specifications. Column 3
shows that results are robust to controlling for firms’ age. Column 4 shows that results hold true when
estimating firms’ RTFP using the methodology of Olley and Pakes (1996) to estimate the coefficients of
the production function, and column 5 when using labor productivity as a proxy for firms’ productivity.
Column 6 illustrates that results are robust to using averages between 1998 and 2000 as pre-reform
firms’ characteristics. Lastly, Appendix B.5 breaks down loans by their currency denomination and
shows that all the model’s implications hold true.

29As discussed in Appendix B.3, the R2 in the simulated data is low by construction since productivity has persistence
and firm’s choices are simultaneous. When using Hungarian data, the low R2 is additionally explained by the presence of
unobserved heterogeneity, which is common in cross-sectional analysis (see for example Alfaro, Antras, Chor, and Conconi
2019, Amiti, Itskhoki, and Konings 2014, Bustos 2011 and Bertrand, Duflo, and Mullainathan 2004).
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It this the whole story?Table 3: Non-Targeted Moments

Moment Group Model Data
(1) (2)

1. Firm share (%)
LC debt only 21 21
LC & FC debt 8 6
FC debt only 1 3

2. Relative productivity*
LC debt only 0.97 0.99
LC & FC debt 1.07 1.02
FC debt only 1.08 1.05

3. Relative capital*
LC debt only 0.95 0.97
LC & FC debt 1.10 1.06
FC debt only 1.05 0.99

4. Investment rate (%)

LC debt only 10 9
LC & FC debt 15 18
FC debt only 17 19

5. FC Share (%) LC debt only 0 0
LC & FC debt 41 50
FC debt only 100 100

6. Leverage (%)
LC debt only 21 17
LC & FC debt 33 25
FC debt only 21 18

7. LC Leverage (%)
LC debt only 21 17
LC & FC debt 20 14
FC debt only 0 0

8. FC Leverage (%)
LC debt only 0 0
LC & FC debt 13 9
FC debt only 21 18

Notes: This table shows data and model moments firms in 2005. We simulate approximately 160,000 firms from the stationary distribution of
no foreign currency. In this simulation, we use the foreign interest rate shocks between 2001 and 2010 and the optimal policies of the model
with foreign currency borrowing to obtain the moments for 2001-2010. *Relative productivity and capital are considered with respect to firms
with credit, which are normalized to one.

possible that firms with low productivity and high default probability –that cannot afford to issue local
currency bonds– borrow in foreign currency with the expectation that a large appreciation would lower
debt repayment and allow them to survive. Given the equilibrium risk profile of firms that makes them
risk averse for non-zero default probability, a firm would only gamble for survival if a large negative
productivity shock makes it suddenly jump to a high probability of default state. In the model, this
possibility would be captured by the debt revenue effect that would be positive for firms gambling for
survival. To evaluate this, we use the default policy functions and calculate the differential sensitivity
of bond prices to changes in the foreign versus local currency debt. As we show in Appendix A.5, for
all firms in the sample, the debt revenue effect is negative, as the probability of default responds more
to foreign currency debt than to local currency debt.25 Hence, in our sample, firms do not gamble for
survival. To provide additional support to this, we employ the equilibrium decisions of the simulated

25In the language of the two-period setting of Section 3.3, ∂Ez′,s′|s∆(υ′)
∂b′∗

1
E(s′|s) −

Ez′,s′|s∆(υ′)
∂b′ > 0 for all firms issuing

foreign bonds. Note that, since we test this hypothesis in the full dynamic model, the formula involves also the stochastic
discount factors and the aggregate shock. See Appendix A.5 for details.
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Another mechanism

When firms are more productive and are large, it is more likely that in the
future will have more equity compared to z. This means that they need to
borrow more to be at the optimal scale. But if they need to borrow less, it
is less risky to use foreign currency borrowing.

This mechanism may be more important than what described in the paper.
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